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Project Partners

36 academic libraries
• 23 PALNI libraries
• 7 IU libraries
• 6 additional ALI libraries

New in 2016! 37 libraries
**Project Goals**
Reduce Print Collections
Reclaim Space
Protect Unique Items
Inform Collection Development
Develop Statewide Strategy
Project Results: Reduce Print Collections

• 230,313 volumes withdrawn
• 150,575 slated for withdrawal
Project Results: Reclaim Space

- 19,044 square feet reclaimed or planned to be reclaimed
Project Results: Protect Unique Items

• 53 public domain titles related to Indiana history digitized and available through Internet Archive

• Retention commitments
Project Results: Inform Collection Development

• Collaborative Collection Management Data Analysis Task Force
• Participation broader than SPP libraries
Project Results: Inform Collection Development

• Group purchase of 2016 Oxford ebooks
  • 39 participants
  • Joint ownership of 649 titles at 95% off list price
  • Unlimited access
Project Results: Develop Statewide Strategy

- Mini-refresh, including addition of Ball State University to participants
- Mini-refresh of Policy Group too
- More formal retention commitments
- Looking beyond the state to regional collaboration
The ALI2016 Shared Print Collection

TITLE SETS

2,287,041

TITLE HOLDINGS

5,512,435

TITLE SETS HELD BY ONE LIBRARY IN THE GROUP

55%
1,265,364 TITLE SETS

TITLE SETS WITH ≥ 10 AGGREGATE USES

23%
533,095 TITLE SETS

TITLE SETS REPRESENTED IN MATH

38%
865,469 TITLE SETS
Last Copy in State

**All Included Libraries**
Retained Percentage: 9%
Retained Holdings: 477,057

**IUPUI**
Retained Percentage: 10%
Retained Titles: 51,861

---

**Percent of Collection Retained**

**Collection Size (Titles)**

Average: 10%
**Last Copy in State & Zero MI**

**All Included Libraries**
Retained Percentage: 5%
Retained Holdings: 284,247

**IUPUI**
Retained Percentage: 6%
Retained Titles: 29,802

**Criteria**

- **LIBRARIES**
  - Includes 37 of 37 Libraries

- **RETAIN 1**
  - Indiana holdings
  - FEWER THAN 2
  - (SAME EDITION)
  - MI-SPI Libraries holdings
  - EQUAL TO 0
  - (ANY EDITION)

---

**Percent of Collection Retained**

**Collection Size (Titles)**
Last Copy in State & Zero MI / OH

**All Included Libraries**
Retained Percentage: 3%
Retained Holdings: 140,202

**IUPUI**
Retained Percentage: 3%
Retained Titles: 17,027

**Criteria**

- **LIBRARIES**
  - Includes 37 of 37 Libraries
- **RETAIN 1**
  - Indiana holdings
    - FEWER THAN 2 (SAME EDITION)
  - MI-SPI Libraries holdings
    - EQUAL TO 0 (ANY EDITION)
  - Ohio Academics holdings
    - EQUAL TO 0 (ANY EDITION)

**Percent of Collection Retained vs. Collection Size (Titles)**

**Average: 3%**
Questions?

Tina Baich, cbaich@iupui.edu
Kirsten Leonard, kleonard@palni.edu